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The Belwin Student Instrumental Course is a course for individual instruction and class
instruction of like instruments, at three levels, for all band instruments. Each book is complete in
itself, but all books are correlated with each other. Although each book can be used separately,
all supplementary books should be used as companion books with the method.

About the AuthorJan V. White was former art director of magazines at Time Inc. An award-
winning graphic designer, he was a communication design consultant to dozens of publication
companies and hundreds of publications in his 55-year career. Author of fifteen books on the
techniques of publishing and more than 250 articles published worldwide, White gave nearly two
thousand seminars for both designers and editors in 27 countries. His point was always that
publication design is a rational activity that uses type, image, and space to achieve real
communication; further, designers must have a keen interest in words, and editors must
understand the importance of design in revealing their stories. White held degrees in
architecture from Cornell and Columbia Universities. He lived in Westport, Connecticut, and died
in 2014.Alex W. White is an award-winning design consultant, author, and educator. As a career-
long adherent to the design philosophy described in this book, he is the most appropriate
person to carry this book into its fourth edition. Among his books are The Elements of Graphic
Design, Listening to Type, and Advertising Design and Typography. White is the chairman of the
graduate program in Design Management at the University of Bridgeport. He has taught at
Parsons School of Design, FIT, and the Hartford Art School. He served as president and
chairman of the Type Directors Club in New York City. White holds degrees in graphic and
advertising design from Syracuse and Kent State Universities. He lives in Greenwich,
Connecticut. alexanderwwhite.com
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     Pages 5 - 40 are not included in this sample.
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MaicaKid, “A welcome alternative to most methods. I found this book several years ago when I
started teaching a student who'd switched from percussion, of all things! It was a learning
experience for both of use as I was constantly thinking things like "Oh...that's right...you don't
know how to breathe/tongue/finger/etc". We'd been working out of the Rubank and she was
struggling with the notes from half-hole G and up. At our annual music conference I found this
book...when I saw that it didn't introduce the middle A until well into the book I grabbed it. It was
perfect for her and she progressed quickly in large part due to the fact that her confidence went
through the roof! Since then it's been my "go-to" beginner book regardless of what the student
played before!”

CA Book Lover, “good basic. as expected. good basic book”

The book by Fred Weber has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 5 people have provided feedback.
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